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hr. ehilip Geyelin 
Editor, Editorial page 
Washington Post 
1150 15 St., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Dear Mr. Geyelin. 

eecause your editorials are general so constructive, well thought out , the mind-
less hysteria of today's on the Welch tragedy is a shock. 

eeeery is a fragil) thing, but as I am pretty certain Welch was often and earlier expoaed, so also do I seem to recant that you, like I, have previous intelligence experience. Whether or not so, you and all Poet editorial writers should know better 
than this inifematory editorial says. It does amount to a deliberate deception. It can be interpreted as a blind defends of the CIA, no matter what it does. 

And it does require reform, reform and modeRtaleton in thinking that it is not helping, as the papers are wont to Bey, but is resisting bitterly. 
It hag, as any competent reporter should comprehend, been en red in successful 

management of what would be exposed of its illegalities as disielneetshed from other mis-
deeds. Free the time Ford appointed a Commission with the members of Rockefeller's and 
put a David Beizin at the head there was no secret. Nor was there on how the Senate would 
be manipulated. Three months ago one of the Members admitted it to me. But there has 
been no change since. What David Belie) Blabbed at Vanderbilt shocked ms with its un-intended candor. He said the CIA was investieating itself through him - puttine out 
what it wanteu out and no more. 

Major domestic operations remain unexposed. The Poet was aware of one five years ago. Others the most minimally competent investigative reporting would and should have exposed. It hasn't happened. 
Within my own experience they tell incredible lies that would shame a child and behave like children playing games whoa there is no need for it. The indirection with 

which they buy my books, for example. It was that way in the Warren Coemiseion days, 
when Dulles, in TOP SECRET, offered to use his former British friends to get a book 
the Coemission could and should have gotten openly, by mail. 

The sheer atueidity of keeping an exposed agent of Welch's skills at the same 
work and so readily identified by even those without knowledge of his poet is bard to believe, yet it appears to be a regular praotise. The wonder is that with so many victims there have been tam no earlier retaliation. 

And what do we have to show for all these government overthrows? Can you honostly 
write an editorial praising any one, limited to American interests? Was not each one a new liability, a great and teseilikeif not counterproductive cost? 

Unless the papers start doing their jobs we will wind up with illegalities turned into legalities, wrong made into right, the transparent effort with the FBI right now. There will then be no possibility of control and little of real freedom. 
The real immediate tragedies are that you could publish an editorial as ylesterical as this one and that Welch could have been set up by the Agency without your or any other complaint. eith all those believing they have t e right to vengeance, the list will grow. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 



Harold Weisberg, Route 12, Frederick, Md., 21701 - - - Dec. 29, 1975 

Will the Real CIA Please Sit Down? 

In all the reporting and editorializing about intelligence agencies, if there has been any genuine efeort to inform the people how they work and the consequences of this kind of work, I have yet to see it. 

The Post's (12/29/75) editorial mistitled "Richard S. W3loh" is an unthinking hurt to rather than defense of the CIA. It endangers the lives of CIA agents as the moat recent publication of Welch's name could not and did not threaten him or cause his murder. 
Nor did Congressional exposures, long the CIA line in its efforts to frustrate the long-overdue cleansing. 
It is incredible and permeating CIA arrogance and stupidity, the normal end product of limitless power and its abuse, that killed Welch. 

Sending him back to Greece alone "set him up," your edi-torial's misdirected words. 
From news accounts Welch had a previously exposed career of serving the CIA in countries whose governments it overthrew. His presence coincided with the CIA's establishment of unelected govern-ments, in most cases, military dictatorships. Published accounts place him with transparent cover in Guatemala, Peru, Guyana, Greece, and, in time of turmoil, in Cyprus. 
This is to say that he also was a murderer, whether or not it is considered by the Post or others to be patriotic to thwart the will of other peoples. TS;176 were countless murders. Friends, rela-tives and survivors of torture gave the CIA's Welsher numberless thousands of vengeance seekers. 
Most insane of all was sending him to Greece again, and so soon after the end of the CIA-supported didatorship. Those who sur-vived its tortures and those who loved its dead victims were free, with ample cause for retaliation. Returning the already exposed Welch to Athens was not enough stupidity. He was housed in the long-time and publicly known residence of his CIA predecessors. 
You deceive the American people in pretending that the iden-tities of CIA agents aye all that secret. They are secret from the American people only. Especially a man with Welch's career. It could be and surely was followed by every intelligence agency in the world and most of the guerrilla groups. Of the handy guides our govern-ment publishes, the diplomatic list is the most convenient means for agents under a diplomatic cover, Welsh's. 
There has to come a time when the CIA and all other spy out-fits call their agents in from the cold. Long after that time had been reached for Welch, the CIA sent him to Greece where he had no cover at all, with the most reoent disaster of the CIA's own military dictatorship, the Cyprus plotting, still the cause of passionate hatreds to provide still new enticements to his murder. 
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Whether or not Welch was actually or morally responsible 
for any murders, wherever he would be sent at this stage of his non-
secret career he would inevitably be associated with murders of the 
past or considered an indication of new CIA support of repression or 
the coming overthrowing of the government. 

In any intelligence organization a Richard S. Welch had 
survived longer in these kinds of assignments with their violent 
consequences than he or any intelligence agency could expect. He 
should have been assigned to a proper analytical function at head-
quarters where all that experience, whether or not in our national 
interest, could have been used. That kind of experience cannot be 
taught in colleges or by the CIA. 

There is more sense in the argument thatthe CIA sent him to 
be murdered to restrain exposures of its own misdeeds than to your 
argument that this most recent printing of his name caused his death. 
I am not a partisan of the "Fifth Estate." I long have had disagree-
ments with its past and present personnel. But it is indecent to de-
ceive the people and to abuse them by pretending that they, somehow, 
made public a nonsecret and thus attracted Welch's murder. 

Besides, the East Germans beat them by eight years in accu-
rately identifying Welch - in print. 

There simply was nothing secret about Welch's connect tons or 
past. Except from AmeilMns. 

Check your charges against the long list of those who have 
been identified as CIA agents or its local spies and torturers in so 
many countries. How many reprisals? 

And why not remember also all those tortures paid for by the 
Welcher of the CIA? Can you estimate the number of victims in South-
east Asia or Latin America or Greece? 

I believe we need an efficient intelligence agency in today's 
world. Unlike you, I have spent years inquiring into how the CIA and 
the FBI work. Freedom cannot survive their records. They must be 
kept within the democratic framework. They have not been. They are 
today pulling the same kind of stuff you proclaim is being cleaned up. 
It is as former CIA Director Allen Dulles said in an executive session 
of the Warren Commission it took me a decade to break loose from sep-
preasion: To these people lying, including perjury, is the highest 
dedication to patriotism. As Dulles also said, they lie to and about 
each other and frame each other - within the agency itself. (If you 
want fresh proofs, as of this year, I have them and expect them to be 
used in court in the near future.) 

An appropriate subject for editorial comment is bow for all 
practical purposes the illegal, improper and antidemocratic domestic 
CIA activity remains largely unexposed, despite all the inveRTJETEns. 
It and the administration have had the Church committee, for example, 
spinning its wheels. What had to come out is all that has come out. 
One of the supposed investigators, David Belin, the man who ran the 
RocketmalheeCommission, told me in the presentse of two dozen witnesses 
that he did not have to "investigate" the CIA; they just delivered 
everything to him: (It was at a dinner at Vanderbilt University, 
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Nashville, Tnnessee, on November 19, 1975. This preceded our debate, 
which was followed in three days by his call for a new investigation 
of the JFK assassination.) 

As is any murder, that of Richard S. Welch, regardless of 
his past, is a tragedy. But in the context of national needs, your 
editorial perpetuates the wrongs of the past. It deters overdue 
reform. That it deceives our own people only is a greater tragedy. 
This means Welch died in vain, that nothing will be learned from it. 
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